Cantor's second diagonalization method
In 1874 Cantor [1] showed that the set of all algebraic numbers (including the set of all rational numbers) is countable while the set of all real numbers is uncountable. The proof of the latter (using shrinking real intervals) was later [2] simplified by a contradiction which has become famous as Cantor's second diagonalization method (SDM). Try to set up a one−to−one correspondence between all natural numbers n and all real numbers r of the interval [0,1). For instance, put all these real numbers in an arbitrary sequence in a list with enumerated rows. The digits of the nth real number may be denoted by r(n) = 0.an1an2an3... Replace the nth digit ann of r(n) by another digit bnn avoiding identities like 0.1 = 0.0999... . If possible simply put bnn = 1 + ann, for instance. Lining−up all the changed digits up to a fixed number n we obtain the number R(n) = 0.b11b22b33...bnn with n digits, which obviously differs from r(n) and every real number preceding it by at least one digit. If there is no row following the nth one, then R cannot have been contained in the list because it differs from any real number listed there. But R belongs to the interval [0,1). Therefore, the list cannot have been complete even for this small interval [0,1). The assumed bijection does not exist.
Applied to natural numbers
To follow this proof, we must accept an infinite list with enumerated rows and, in case of non−periodic rational numbers, we must extend each number by as many zeros as are required to establish the nth digit (unless we assume infinitely many zeros being there at all). Of course, no such list can ever be set up, but if it is introduced in the arguing, that means, if we accept this procedure in the right column of table 1, then we must also accept it in the left column. There we obtain the same result with the set of natural numbers.
Consider an infinite list with enumerated rows. Replace the nth digit (now beginning to count from the right−hand side) of the nth number by another one. If possible simply add 1, for instance. If the number does not have enough digits, extend it by as many leading zeros as are required to establish the nth digit (unless we assume infinitely many zeros being there at all). We obtain a one−to−one correspondence between the original row numbers and the changed numbers n' n' = n + 10 n 1 .
Lining−up all the changed digits up to a fixed number n we obtain the number N(n) = 111...1112 with n digits, which obviously differs from n and every smaller natural number of the list. If there is no natural number of the list surpassing n, then N cannot have been contained in the list because it differs from any natural number by at least one digit.
There is no fundamental difference between R(n) and N(n). The sequences b11...bnn and 111...1112, have the same number of digits, and, therefore, the same degree of "reality" as long as n is finite. And should they loose this "reality" when n approaches infinity, this will happen simultaneously. Both, R(n) and N(n), are not contained in the preceding rows but with certainty in one of those belonging to the lower part of the table, at least if the list is complete with respect to the rational numbers. This is presupposed. According to current set theory it is possible, because the rational numbers are claimed countable, and it is necessary if a serious attempt is made to compile a complete list.
But there is yet another proof showing that N(n) is a natural number. If the list is to be complete with regard to all rational numbers with n digits, a requirement which certainly can be satisfied, it must have at least 10 n rows, a number surpassing N(n) < 2 10 n 1 .
Concluding we find that the natural numbers under SDM turn out as uncountable as the real numbers. Hence, countability is not a well−defined concept and there is no evidence to distinguish between different cardinalities and to postulate different actual infinities. For infinity is not − never and nowhere − actually existing, it obviously cannot be reached by anything including human thought, all the less be surmounted. All the different alephs, beths and omegas, presently the less be surmounted. All the different alephs, beths and omegas, presently abbreviating transfinite cardinals, and with them the inaccessible and super− inaccessible cardinals can be exorcized from mathematics because we know (more or less) only one (potential) infinity, and there is no need for any other symbol than the usual .
